
.

The plastic wrap may be left on until fully assembled

Smooth edge AA

B

CC

Lastly, slide the two top shelf back halves, long end, into top of diagnol support bar.  
Swing top shelf Assemble towards crossbar, �tting top shelf front ends into post �ttings.    

Set goal upright, check for even �t. Base Halves will not necessarily �t completely
into post �ttings. There may be a small gap of wire loops at base tee as well. 
Tighten all bolts after alignment is satisfactory. 
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Begin by laying red posts and red crossbar face down on a smooth, �at, non-abrasive surface.  Wire loops and 
bolts will now face up, away from �oor.  Use care not to scratch face of goal.  Insert each end of the crossbar 
into post elbows.  Snug bolts at �rst, then tighten 1/4 max after veri�cation of parallel posts.  

Loosley assemble base tee into each end of the base halves back end (2-qty bolts
on back end of base halves).  All wires should be facing up.  Next, insert 
diagnol support bar into base tee stem.  Snug bolt.  Next, Line base fronts 
(1-qty bolt on front end of base halves) to post �ttings.  Slide together, best done 
simultaneously.  In order to avoid pinching, wriggling may be necessary.  
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Begin lacing netting onto goal, starting at center of top shelf  out to corners (A.) of goal..  Wire loops do not necessarly correspond to
selvages, lace evenly.  Do one side, then the other.  Next, lace base at tee (B.), out to posts (C.).  Lace netting evenly towards
posts, while considering proper �t.  You may run out of smooth base netting and complete base with cut netting.  Do one side, 
then the other.   Lastly, lace netting onto goal along posts, corner of goal (A.)to base (C.).  Do one side, then the other.  

Tie netting top corners (A.) to each top corner (A.) of goal.  This is very important.  Tie netting corners (C.) to each bottom 
corner (C.) of goal.  Find center of bottom edge of netting (B.) by counting ‘selvages’ (net loops) from one bottom corner to the other.  
Tie centered netting to base at tee (B.).   Find center of net at top shelf of goal by counting selvages once again.  Tie centered netting 
at middle of crossbar.  

A.
B. B.

C.

D.

E.
E.

F. F.

2 3/8 NHL Regulation Arena Style Hockey Goal Assembly Instructions

(1-qty) Red Crossbar
(2-qty) Red Posts 
(1-qty) White Diagnol Support Bar
(1-qty) 144” Heavy Duty Skirt
(1-qty) Net Only Arena
(1-qty) White Base Tee
(2-qty) White Top Shelf Back Halves
(2-qty) White Base Halves 
(1-qty) Diagnol Support Bar Pad
(1-qty) 124” Base Pad 
(1-qty) 100 Feet of White Cord 

(A.)
(B.) (C.)

(Not Pictured)

(Not Pictured)
(D.)

(E.)
(F.)

(Not Pictured)
(Not Pictured)

(Not Pictured)

Skirting is tied onto netting, on back of goal, above base.  Find center of skirt and attach at base tee (B.).
Once knot has been made centering skirt onto netting, remaining skirt is attached by weaving string through 
netting and hole simultaneously with an in and out motion.  Please allow skirt to ‘pucker’ along top of skirt as
it follows the curve.  Bottom of skirt is tied onto welded wire loops as well as net.  Lace both top and bottom of 
skirt, completing with knot.  


